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This presentation is only a reference. It is designed 
to accompany a live presentation which includes 
more detail and context. 

It is not an exhaustive review of the topic and does 
not cover all situations.

This does not replace on-site assessments by 
experienced professionals.
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A. INTRODUCTION



• This slide show describes a rapid assessment 
method.

• Provides you with common symptoms that 
professionals use to assess the general health 
conditions of trees.

• Healthy, Stressed, In Decline, Dead (or nearly 
so).

What This Is



• Doesn’t make anyone an expert on tree 
conditions.

• Doesn’t cover specific conditions.
– That can be an entire field of study

• Doesn’t always provide an answer.

• Doesn’t replace on-site, expert assessment.

What This Isn’t



• Apply the listed indicators as described.

• Monitor trees over time to use accurately. 

• Helps you decide whether you should act now 
or call in more expertise.

How To Use



• Anywhere trees grow.

• Home and urban landscapes. 

• Natural areas of all kinds.

– Woodlands

– Stream banks and wetlands 

– Farms and fencerows 

Where To Use



• Declining/dead trees have direct effects on 
peoples’ lives. 

• Safety hazard in yards, street trees, trails.

• Economic cost in yards, street trees, woodlands.

• Personal health – mature, healthy trees have 
stronger positive effect on personal health than 
unhealthy trees.

Why Use



These trees didn’t “suddenly” die or become sick. 
Although, many describe it this way.



B. What Trees Need To Be Healthy



• Trees Die Every Day – We Should Expect It.
– Tree life spans are enormously variable depending 

on species and site conditions
– Street trees, yard trees and fruit trees have some of 

the shortest lives
– Old trees are site and species dependent

• Trees get sick and injured like any living thing.

• True size is unrealized (roots not seen).
– Healthy trees usually have much more mass below 

ground than above

A Few Important Concepts



• Sunlight and water = most limiting factors to 
growth and health.

• Other factors = nutrients, soil pH, healthy soil 
microbial community (all the living things 
below the surface that we don’t see).  

Tree Needs



• Shade = Lack of sunlight to leaves.
– This mostly impacts younger and shorter trees

– Caused mostly by tree placement and invasive plants

• Lack of water = prevents resource uptake, growth 
and necessary physiological processes.
– Mostly affects new plantings and trees on poor sites

• Newly planted trees 

• Trees that outgrow a site
– Containers and poor soil conditions

• Drought  

Most Significant Impacts on Health



• Poor Soil conditions = reduces resource uptake 
and root growth.

– Resources = water, oxygen, nutrients

• Note on Oxygen – Yes, Oxygen! Not just CO2.

– Oxygen used to convert food into energy

– Required by healthy trees and directly affects root 
growth and survival

Most Significant Impacts on Health



C. The Assessment



*Lack of resources eventually manifests 
as symptoms in the crown*



• Healthy = doing very well, no indication of 
needing significant improvement.

• Stressed = would significantly benefit from 
improvement, condition not necessarily getting 
worse.

• In Decline = condition is progressing toward a 
poorer condition.

• Dead = this one should be obvious (usually).

Common Categories of Health



• *Always* examine a tree from multiple sides.

• Examine the crown, the trunk and the ground 
under the crown.

• Examine trees and woodlands year to year 
and across the growing season.

• Take pictures for reference.

Note on Examining Trees



Primary Indicators

1. Crown transparency

2. Dead branches

Secondary Indicator

3. Lichen growth in crown

4. Sprouts in crown

5. Fungal growth 

6. Rot

6 Common Indicators



Primary Indicators

*Can use independently of other indicators*



Crown transparency = amount of light passing 
through the crown (where most of the leaves 
are).

Ideal conditions = full, dense crown.

• Provides maximum leaf area to capture as 
much sunlight as possible

• Timing of full leaf out during springtime varies 
according to species and location 

#1 – Crown Transparency



Transparency of healthy trees

• Ideal conditions vary from species to species 
and according to growing conditions.

• E.g. Two different healthy American 
sycamores can have slightly different levels of 
crown transparency.

• So, pay attention to your trees from year to 
year and across the growing season.



Mature oak with relatively healthy crown.



Mature black locust with healthy crown.



Healthy buckeye with noticeable transparency. In 
better conditions, transparency can be lower. 



Healthy walnut – some transparency.



Healthy young honey locust, walnut and oak. 
Each exhibiting varying levels of crown 
transparency.



Transparency of stressed or declining trees

*Most important when occurs throughout crown*

• Noticeably higher transparency compared to other 
trees of same type and condition.

• Increasing transparency (more light comes through).

• Not reliable when occurring on an isolated branch or 
isolated area of the crown.

• Some trees can be in stressed or slowly declining 
conditions for many years. Some decline rapidly.



• Increasing transparency can also be called a 
thinning crown = too few leaves.

• Often caused by poor water and/or nutrient 
availability. 

– Often resulted from conditions such as:

• Lack of water, damage, internal pest or disease 
issues, poor nutrient availability, soil compaction

• Often worse from year to year unless 
addressed early on. 



Oak showing higher than ideal crown 
transparency. (Stressed)



Declining ash (left) next to healthy maple (right). 
Healthy ash can have a similar dense, healthy 
look as healthy maple.



High transparency in blue spruce. Healthy spruce 
have dense, low transparency crowns. (In decline)



Significant crown transparency in eastern red 
cedar. Likely due to transplant shock. (Stressed)



Healthy, young eastern red cedar.



Walnuts leaf out later in the spring and lose leaves 
earlier in the fall than many other species. This high 
transparency is simply due to the time of year.



• Next progressive stage after increasing 
transparency.

• Use the same way and #1 – occurs 
throughout crown.

• Begins with dead branch tips.

• Progresses to entire dead branches.

#2 – Dead Branches



Dead branch tips apparent in outer edge of 
crown. Seen throughout crown of this white oak. 
(Stressed)



Isolated dead branch tips DO NOT indicate a 
declining tree. Probably due to past transplant 
stress in this blackgum. (Healthy)



Dead branch tips and entirely dead branches 
apparent throughout this ash crown. (In decline)



Dead branches apparent throughout oak crown. 
Much of original crown absent. (In decline)



Most of original oak crown gone. Very little leaf 
growth. (In decline)



White pine with very little crown remaining.      
(In decline)



Healthy white pine.



Secondary Indicators

*Use to support other indicators*



• Heavy lichen growth Throughout the Crown is a supporting 
indicator of stressed or declining trees.

• Biggest impacts on lichen growth are sunlight and moisture.

• Increased lichen growth in crown indicates higher than ideal 
crown transparency leading to increased light inside crown.

• Lichen growth is normal and DOESN’T cause tree decline.

– Analogy – check engine light doesn’t cause engine 
problems, only indicates there might be a problem

#3 – Lichen Growth In Crown



Lichen growth is normal. Does NOT harm trees.



Lichen can grow nearly anywhere.



Heavy lichen growth throughout crown of white 
pine. Partly due to lack of shade caused by lack of 
healthy crown. (In decline)



• Sprouts are new growth that emerges from the 
trunk or other branches. Stimulated by 
increased light, damage or other stress.

• Can occur on healthy trees.

• *New growth in stable, healthy situations 
usually occurs at the ends of branches*.

• Use the same way as indicators #1, #2 and #3 –
look for occurrence Throughout the Crown.

#4 – Sprouts in Crown



• In the absence of significant damage, sprouts 
are a more reliable indicator.

• Don’t confuse with vine growth in a tree.

#4 – Sprouts in Crown



Silver maple with lots of small branch growth 
inside crown. Caused by poor crown health.       
(In decline)



Same silver maple as previous image. Most leaf 
growth occurring on sprouts. (In decline)



Sprouts on inner branches of tulip poplar.



Same poplar as previous image showing sprouts 
throughout crown. (In decline)



Hackberry with lots of sprouts inside crown. Due 
to poor crown condition. (In decline)



Same hackberry as previous image. Much of the 
leaf growth is on sprouts. (In decline)



Closeup of sprouts on hackberry branches.



Closeup of sprouts on hackberry branches.



• Fungal growth on woody tree tissue 
indicates:
– Dying or dead tissue

• Woody tissue = everything but leaves.

• Most important when occurring on the trunk 
or roots.
– Not crown dependent as with other indicators

#5 – Fungal Growth



• Any fungi growing on the 
tree = rot or dying tissue.

• The fungal parts you see 
are only a small part of 
the rest of the organism.

• Always more rot or dying 
tissue than is apparent.



Fungi growing on trunk of ash tree.



• Caused by fungi breaking down living or dead 
tissue.

• The fungi causing rot are often not apparent.

• Not crown dependent as with other 
indicators.

• Examine entire tree.

#6 – Rot



• Rot occurrence doesn’t equal tree death or 
decline.

• However, rot is often a contributor to tree 
death or decline, even if not usually a primary 
cause.

• Rot can lead to hazardous situations such as 
tree or branch failure.

#6 – Rot



Hollow base. Often indicates rot inside trunk.



Rot in trunk. This level of rot usually extend 
farther up into the tree.  



Advanced trunk rot in maple.



Branch rot in same maple as previous image. Rot 
is connected between this branch and trunk.



Rot occurring farther up canopy on same maple 
as previous two images. All incidences of rot in 
this tree are connected.



• Isolated Leaf loss – Use only with other 
indicators.
– Can be caused by:

• Seasonal fungi or insects
• High winds
• High heat or early frost
• Giraffes or active children

• Chlorosis (yellowing foliage) – don’t use alone.
– Nutrient deficiencies
– Seasonal foliar fungi or insect pests
– Excessive heat combined with other factors

Other Signs/Symptoms
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